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matters. Thus our real broker in the transaction was none other
than the great Chancellor. He did a good work that day, not only
for us bu.t for the German banks concerned. . . «"
The big debenture loan served to finance the Nobel brothers'
naphtha company for a time, and relieved it of pressing financial
worries. Shortly afterwards, however, now difficulties arose.
In 1883 the Baku-Batum Railway had been completed, thereby
affording the new Russian naphtha industry a fresh channel to the
world market. The railway, which was supported by a State
guarantee, had been built by a couple of entrepreneurs, one of
whom, a Russian engineer called Palashkovsky, was also the owner
of a petroleum refinery at Baku. Through his influence with the
railway this man was in a position more or less to monoplisc the
limited transport facilities for the conveyance of petroleum which
the railway afforded- As Palashkovosky's own financial position
was a weak one, his business was offered through a Russian banker
to the Paris Rothschilds, and they made a detailed investigation
into the state of the Russian naphtha industry. The result was
to show that the Nobel business was by far the best equipped
and the best organised, and negotiations were started for co-
operation. These, however, proved abortive, and the Rothschilds
bought Palashkovsky's business* They also interested them-
selves in other refineries at Baku, which would otherwise have
been forced into liquidation, but which now obtained a new lease
of life.
The consequent intensification of competition resulted in a still
further fall in the price of naphtha products; and at the samb time
the general political unrest in Europe caused a serious fall in the
value of Russian currency, as well as a financial crisis and a general
restriction of credit. In 1885 the company paid a dividend of only
two per cent. This disheartened the shareholders, and they tried
to sell their holdings, with the result that the shares were quoted at a
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